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PublicSummary

Critical 

Criteria
Level C Level B Level A

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

97.30% 94.87% - -

Name of the farm

Sampled member farms (public)

Score

Critical Criteria 84.62% 100.00%

1. Audit summary

1.1. Summary of scores (public)

Group administrator

Level C

Level B - -

Level A - -

Audit Result Surveillance Certification

Results

82.22% 82.22%

LEAH MUTHONI

MARTIN NGONDI

LINUS GICOBI KIOBE

FRANCIS GACOKI

JAMES NYAGA

FRANCIS GICOBI KARANI

AUGUSTINO NGAMA

ALICE MUMBI NDWIGA

EPHANTUS MURAGE

RICHARD NJERU NYAGA

DICKSON MUCIRA NJERU

JOHN NGARI MUGO

JOHN KAMUTA GATIMU

LYDIA KARIUKO

PHESTUS MWANGI

REGINA WATHITHA NJERU

JINARO WAWERU MUCHIRA

CYRUS KABUTI

SIMON GITARI

KOIGI KARANI

NGARI NDERI
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100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 92.31% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

BERNARD MWANIKI

LEAH WANJA NDAMBIRI

ALIZABAN GACOKI

SIMON GACHOKI

JOYCE WAMWEA KIRINGI

JOHN MAKANGA WAMBUGU

NJUE JEREVASIOS

CRYSIPUS MWANIKI NJIRU

JOHN MUTHIKE MUKONO

GOERGE GATII

RICHARD NJAGI GACHAGUA

ROSE WANGUI MUCIRI

JULIUS NJIRU

CICILY WANJIRU NJOKA

NYANJA FACTORY

JANE WANJIRU

PATRICK MUKONO NJURE

DICKSON MACERA

PATRICK MUCIRA

DANCANMUREITHI

STEPHEN MWENDIA

MARGARET WAWIRA NDIOMI

MARCLUS MURIUKI

DUNCAN MUCHIRI

TERESIA WAWIRA

JOSEPHAT GICHOBI

WILLIAM MUNGAI MATHEGE

PAULGITARI MUCIRA

JOHN NDAMBIRI

ESTHER MUTHONI

SIMON NJOGU

SICILY WANGITHI
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100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - - *

97.30% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 94.87% - -

97.30% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

NICASIO KAGAI

MARTIN MURIMI MWANGI

LUKA MUCIRA

JOSEPH NJAGI GATITU

NICASIO GITHINJI

CYRUS MUTUA G

ROSE WANJIRU

NICHASIUS K. MUGO

JAMES MEJA MUGO

PATRICK MUCIRA MIANO

GRACE WAMBUI

MARY WAMIRU MIANO

ROSE WANJIRU MWAI

NYAGA MIANO MBACA

AGNES N GITHINJI

GILBERT GACOKI

JAVANSON GICOBI

JAMES MUCHIRA GATIMU

DANCAN NDEGWA KARIITHI

NJUNU KABIRU

BENSON MURITHI

FRANCIS GICOBI

ROSE WANJIRU KARUMI

FRANCIS MUTHIKE

FRANCIS WAWERU

JOSEPH SHECK

DICKSON KINYUA WAMBUGU

JOHN NDAMBIRI

JOHN MUCIRA

GATUA KIBABAI

JANEFFER WAWIRA

ANTONY NJOROGE NGARI
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100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

MOSES NJAGI

ROBERT KARANGI

FRANCIS GITARI MUCHIRA

JULIET WAMBURA IRUNGU

MICHAEL CHOMBA MUCHIRA

GITURU NJAGI

NDEREBA MUNYI

GRACE KITHIMA MUNYI

KAGO NJAGI

PETER GACOKI

ANTONY MWANIKI

JOHN GACORE

PETER NJERU

PIUS GICOBI KABIRU

NJIRU MUGO

ALEXANDER NJOGU

GEOFREY  MACARIA

ALICE NJERI

DAINA WANJOKA MUCHIRI

BONFACE MUNENE

PATRICK MUGO

NICASIO NDAMBIRI

SAMUEL KARANI

BONIFACE NGUU MIGWI

Francis Kariithi

Margaret K. Gatumo

Francis Gachoki

Mary K Kinyua

Daniel Kariuki Mwaniki

Mercy Muthoni

Amaria Wangeci

Magdalene M. Munene
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100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

X

X

X

(*) Smallholder

SAN Lists for Pesticide Management, July 2017.

2. Audit (public)

2.1. Standards and Policies Used

The audit was conducted based on the following normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network:

Certification Rules, July 2017.

Sustainable Agriculture Standard, July 2017 (version 1.2).

1.2. Conclusion of the audit team (public)

The audit team concluded that the group Baragwi Farmer's Cooperative Society Ltd Does not comply with Year 1 requirements - 

Level C with the current version of the normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network. The certification decision is 

responsibility of the contracted certification body.

Kariuki Mwaniki

Mwaniki Machuki

Kirombi Elijah Njiru

Alban Kabuthia

Emma Njeri Kabuthia

Ephantus Gitari Njeru

Margaret Gakuthie

Simon Mwangi

Boniface Kariuki Ndiga

Patrick Kathuri

Alexander N. Nyamu

Matthew Njogu Nyamu

David Muchiri

Joseph Njeru

Peter Mithamo

Nicasio Ndambiri

Jacinta Wangeci Njagi

Paul Ndambiri
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Infrastructure                                                                        30.78 

Other use*                                                                              -   

Other use*                                                                              -   

(*) Change the type of land use if necessary

Other structures*                                                                              -   

sub total                                                                   3,763.84 

Total Scope                                                                   7,524.67 

sub total                                                                   3,760.83 

Other Areas

Homesteads and other crops                                                                   3,733.06 

Other use*                                                                              -   

sub total                                                                              -   

Certified Crops

Other Conservation Areas                                                                              -   

This audit covered the evaluation of the social and environmental performance of the group administrator’s Internal 

Management System and the social and environmental performance of the farms of the group with respect to the applicable 

criteria of the SAN’s standards and policy documents. The areas and crops covered by the scope of the certification are shown 

below (please verify and confirm if the information in the application form under farm area is the same, if different indicate 

them):

Scope of property and land use (ha)

Environmental

Conservation Area                                                                              -   

2.2. Scope (public)

Coffee Arabica 3760.83
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#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2.5. Sample (public)

2.5.1. Criteria for sampling selection

Name of the farm Farm area (ha) Production area (ha)

2.5.2. List of farms in the sample (public)

2.4. Public Summary

The general description of the group, audit (scope and audit team) as well as the non-compliances identified during this audit 

will be available to the public on the electronic portal of the contracted certification body.

Sampling was based on: Size of the farms whether small farms or large farms, areas bordering Mt Kenya forest,distance of the 

farms from the factory including those centres far from the factory and those close to the factory, centres bordering permanent 

rivers and farmer yield records.135 farms were sampled and visited.Out of the 135 farms, 30% are the farms who were visited 

during certification in 2018

2.3. Confidentiality Agreement (public)

The audit team that prepared this document is committed to confidentiality with the group audited, the management and use of 

information of the properties acquired during the course of the audit. The certification body contracted keeps copies of the 

confidentiality declarations signed by the auditor team and staff.

LEAH MUTHONI 1.62 1.62

MARTIN NGONDI 1.62 1.62

LINUS GICOBI KIOBE 0.41 0.40

FRANCIS GACOKI 0.20 0.20

JAMES NYAGA 1.09 1.09

FRANCIS GICOBI KARANI 0.61 0.61

AUGUSTINO NGAMA 0.41 0.40

ALICE MUMBI NDWIGA 0.30 0.30

EPHANTUS MURAGE 0.61 0.61

RICHARD NJERU NYAGA 1.62 1.62

DICKSON MUCIRA NJERU 0.20 0.20

JOHN NGARI MUGO 1.82 1.82

JOHN KAMUTA GATIMU 0.41 0.40

LYDIA KARIUKO 0.10 0.10

PHESTUS MWANGI 0.41 0.40

REGINA WATHITHA NJERU 0.30 0.30

JINARO WAWERU MUCHIRA 0.61 0.61

CYRUS KABUTI 0.81 0.81

SIMON GITARI 10.12 10.12

KOIGI KARANI 0.51 0.51

NGARI NDERI 0.61 0.61

BERNARD MWANIKI 0.20 0.20

LEAH WANJA NDAMBIRI 0.20 0.20
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

ALIZABAN GACOKI 0.41 0.40

SIMON GACHOKI 0.41 0.40

JOYCE WAMWEA KIRINGI 0.41 0.40

JOHN MAKANGA WAMBUGU 0.61 0.61

NJUE JEREVASIOS 0.40 0.40

CRYSIPUS MWANIKI NJIRU 0.51 0.51

JOHN MUTHIKE MUKONO 1.01 1.01

GOERGE GATII 0.61 0.61

RICHARD NJAGI GACHAGUA 0.40 0.40

ROSE WANGUI MUCIRI 0.40 0.40

JULIUS NJIRU 0.81 0.81

CICILY WANJIRU NJOKA 0.40 0.40

NYANJA FACTORY 0.40 0.40

JANE WANJIRU 0.61 0.30

PATRICK MUKONO NJURE 0.40 0.10

DICKSON MACERA 0.20 0.10

PATRICK MUCIRA 0.40 0.20

DANCANMUREITHI 0.40 0.20

STEPHEN MWENDIA 0.20 0.10

MARGARET WAWIRA NDIOMI 0.40 0.20

MARCLUS MURIUKI 0.40 0.10

DUNCAN MUCHIRI 0.20 0.20

TERESIA WAWIRA 0.40 0.10

JOSEPHAT GICHOBI 1.21 0.81

WILLIAM MUNGAI MATHEGE 0.20 0.11

PAULGITARI MUCIRA 0.40 0.20

JOHN NDAMBIRI 1.62 1.21

ESTHER MUTHONI 0.61 0.40

SIMON NJOGU 0.40 0.10

SICILY WANGITHI 0.81 0.20

NICASIO KAGAI 0.81 0.30

MARTIN MURIMI MWANGI 0.40 0.30

LUKA MUCIRA 0.30 0.10

JOSEPH NJAGI GATITU 0.40 0.30

NICASIO GITHINJI 0.40 0.20

CYRUS MUTUA G 0.20 0.10

ROSE WANJIRU 0.70 0.40

NICHASIUS K. MUGO 0.30 0.20

JAMES MEJA MUGO 0.10 0.04
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63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

PATRICK MUCIRA MIANO 0.40 0.20

GRACE WAMBUI 0.04 0.04

MARY WAMIRU MIANO 0.61 0.30

ROSE WANJIRU MWAI 0.20 0.01

NYAGA MIANO MBACA 0.30 0.10

AGNES N GITHINJI 0.20 0.10

GILBERT GACOKI 0.40 0.10

JAVANSON GICOBI 0.40 0.10

JAMES MUCHIRA GATIMU 1.31 0.20

DANCAN NDEGWA KARIITHI 2.00 0.81

NJUNU KABIRU 2.42 2.22

BENSON MURITHI 0.10 0.04

FRANCIS GICOBI 0.20 0.10

ROSE WANJIRU KARUMI 0.10 0.04

FRANCIS MUTHIKE 0.20 0.10

FRANCIS WAWERU 0.40 0.40

JOSEPH SHECK 0.20 0.10

DICKSON KINYUA WAMBUGU 0.20 0.10

JOHN NDAMBIRI 1.01 0.40

JOHN MUCIRA 0.40 0.20

GATUA KIBABAI 0.40 0.30

JANEFFER WAWIRA 0.10 0.10

ANTONY NJOROGE NGARI 0.40 0.20

MOSES NJAGI 0.81 0.81

ROBERT KARANGI 0.30 0.20

FRANCIS GITARI MUCHIRA 1.21 0.81

JULIET WAMBURA IRUNGU 0.71 0.30

MICHAEL CHOMBA MUCHIRA 0.20 0.04

GITURU NJAGI 0.40 0.20

NDEREBA MUNYI 0.20 0.10

GRACE KITHIMA MUNYI 1.62 0.10

KAGO NJAGI 0.40 0.20

PETER GACOKI 0.10 0.05

ANTONY MWANIKI 0.40 0.10

JOHN GACORE 0.71 0.40

PETER NJERU 0.30 0.30

PIUS GICOBI KABIRU 0.30 0.30

NJIRU MUGO 0.45 0.40

ALEXANDER NJOGU 0.81 0.30
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102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

GEOFREY  MACARIA 0.40 0.20

ALICE NJERI 0.30 0.20

DAINA WANJOKA MUCHIRI 0.20 0.10

BONFACE MUNENE 0.40 0.20

PATRICK MUGO 0.20 0.10

NICASIO NDAMBIRI 0.00 0.20

SAMUEL KARANI 10.11 0.40

BONIFACE NGUU MIGWI 0.30 0.20

Francis Kariithi 1.01 0.81

Margaret K. Gatumo 2.83 0.15

Francis Gachoki 0.40 0.30

Mary K Kinyua 0.61 0.21

Daniel Kariuki Mwaniki 0.30 0.10

Mercy Muthoni 0.10 0.10

Amaria Wangeci 0.40 0.20

Magdalene M. Munene 0.20 0.04

Kariuki Mwaniki 0.30 0.10

Mwaniki Machuki 0.80 0.10

Kirombi Elijah Njiru 0.60 0.20

Alban Kabuthia 0.60 0.20

Emma Njeri Kabuthia 0.40 0.05

Ephantus Gitari Njeru 0.80 0.20

Margaret Gakuthie 0.10 0.05

Patrick Kathuri 0.40 0.05

Alexander N. Nyamu 0.40 0.40

Matthew Njogu Nyamu 0.30 0.30

David Muchiri 0.40 0.20

Joseph Njeru 0.60 0.40

Peter Mithamo 0.20 0.10

Nicasio Ndambiri 0.60 0.20

Jacinta Wangeci Njagi 0.60 0.30

Paul Ndambiri 0.80 0.60

Simon Mwangi 0.40 0.10

Boniface Kariuki Ndiga 0.40 0.30
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Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.7 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

1.13 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

1.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

Findings (public)

3.1. Group Administrator

3. Description of Criteria

The group administrator has done a farm baseline assessment updated on annual basis, 

the assessment includes a catchment map that indicates the production area, roads, 

rivers, infrastructure  like processing facilities, natural ecosystems, boundary deliniation 

and abutting land use eg Mt Kenya forest. Maps for individual farm also indicate area 

under coffee,and other land uses.In addition there are maps for the 12 factories that 

belong to the cooperative. There is  tabulation to total area and total production area for 

all the group members.

Projected volumes for the year 2018/2019 was 10,975,000 Kg cherry, and Mbuni 

projected was 438800 kg. Annual audited accounts for 2018/2019 actual cherry received 

was 9,570,559 kgs and clean coffee of 1,507,167 Kg at a conversion of 6.42 and mbuni 

339422kg  and clean coffee of 195,126kg at a convesion of 1.74 for the year ended 30th 

September 2019. 

Baragwi cooperative receives coffee cherry from certified group members, currently 

active members are 17273. The entity has mantained a list of all registered members, 

farmers are identified with their unique identification codes on deliverying cherry at the 

wet mill and are issued with receipts. A traceability procedure has also been documented 

and maintained at every factory that inicates steps to be adhered while handling farmers 

coffee.

Mechanisim for selection of service providers is through tendering example, Tender for 

provision of transports services dated 25th July 2019, Application is then done by 

interested persons an offer letter is given to the sutable candidate. Evaluation of the 

service provider is then done to check compliance with applicable critical criteria based 

on service they provide. Transport for parchment (selection) and milling for parchment by 

Ibero mills which has a valid UTZ chain of custody certificate valid from 11th December 

2018 to 10th December 2020

self assessment was done on 27/09/2019 by william Muthui for the group.Have done 

budget for 2019/2020 for period running 1/10/2019 to 30/9/2020.

The group administrator has developed a farm management plan to optimize 

productivity. However, the plan developed does not meet the requirements of defination 

of plan as per the binding terms of Sustainable Agriculture standard 2017. The missing 

requirements include: Objectives of the plan and quantitative targets.

Finding during audit:The group has  new member  recruiting system  with details of 

name,identification,location,number of trees.copies of IDS are attached to the 

recruitment form.Farmers’ register provided for the group members has the gaps below.

a) Does not have GPS coordinates for all the group members, in addition,  some of the 

GPS coordinates are not in 4 decimal places  as is required in the RA spatial data 

requirement. 

b) farmers’ register has not captured the specific date, months and year when 

inspections for member farms were done.

c) column for surname is blank,

d For some member farms total area and production areas some are indicated as zero

e) some production volumes are blank.

f) temporary workers at farm level indicated is zero whereas it was evident from the field 

visits that member farms engage workers. g) g)Identification of inspector indicated as 

agricultural extension officer. corrective action.The farmers register was reviewed on 

12th March 2020  to capture all the gaps and presented as evidence hence the non 

conformity has been addressed.

All farmers have been internally inspected and checklists are maintained by the group 

administrator. These includes inspections for 722 new farmers who joined the group after 

certification audit.from december 2019-february 2020

The High conservation value area within the catchment is Mt. Kenya Forest. The area 

has been conserved from destruction by an electric fence around the forested area. 

Training on ecosystem conservation has been done on 06/03/2019 for members.Areas 

of high ecological value located on streams, wet lands and forests are strictly protected 

via minimization of human intervention and implementation of measures for conservation 

of biodiversity, soil, water, flora and fauna in those areas. 
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2.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.6 COMPLIES
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

3.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.4 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

3.6 COMPLIES

3.7 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.20 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

3.23 COMPLIES
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

3.37 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

Baragwi FCS has identified natural ecosystems like 10 rivers including Thiba, Kamweti 

and Kiri, streams- Gakutha, Kanyururu, Gakuo, Springs- Karindo, Kiburo, Kithima, 

wetlands- Kirwire, Gitwe, Kathimbas, Dunduine and Mt. Kenya Forest. Wet mills have 

commited to identify areas of natural ecosystems, prevent fire in ecological systems, 

restore native vegetation, develop multi-species shade trees on coffee farms( gravellia, 

acacia, croton, meru oak) and prune them without affecting their reproductive process.

No production  activities observed to degrade protected areas.

The enterprise recognizes the importance of conserving wildlife and natural resources by 

ensuring there is no hunting at wet mills and adjacent natural resources, hunting of 

certain species will only occur with a certain license and suitable community hunting 

plan. Harvest of forest products like wood is be done in a suitable manner according to a 

community forest management plan which includes planting trees. Wild animals and 

birds have been identified in the 12 wetmills. They include Ethiopian wolf, Pangolin, white 

rhino, Rothschild giraffe, Africa penguin and the hooded vulture. Training on wildlife 

conservation has been done on 06/03/2019 for members.

Maps are in place  for Baragwi FCS and the 12 individual wet mills. 

The group administrator has not estimated the percentage of total native vegetation 

cover for member farms although a plan to restore native vegetation has been 

documented. Some farms bordering aquatic ecosystems have not maintained native 

vegetation.

Wastewater from wet mills is separated from pulp and if untreated, wastewater is  

discharged into lagoons which then flows into manmade wet lands with vertiver grass 

and not into aquatic ecosystems.

Sewage is disposed into septic tanks and not discharged into aquatic ecosystems.

Assessed at farms.

The group administrator has identified a list of commonly used pesticides including 

Clamp down ( active ingredient- glyphosate acid 360g/l- risk to wild life), Knock bectin ( 

active ingredient- Abamectin+ acetamiprid- risk to aquatic), Solubor ( active ingredient- 

boron), Presento ( active ingredient- acetamiprid- risk to aquatic), Vitra( acive ingredient- 

copper hydroxide -risk to wild life), Quadris ( active ingredient- Azoxystrobin- risk to 

aquatic life), Katerina ( active ingredient- Chlorothalonil - risk to aquatic and wild life), 

Alster extrim ( active ingredient- Acetamiprid- risk to aquatic+ Cypermethrin- risk to 

aquatic and pollinators) and Tebicon ( active ingredient- Tebucanazole). These 

pesticides applied on coffee are not prohibited.

Coffee varieties grown include Ruiru 11, SL-28 and Batian. The company is committed to 

ensuring no cultivation or use of GMO/ transgenic crops in its operations.

Baragwi FCS is committed to ensuring that no human sewage shall be used in coffee 

production and processing.

Greywater is contained in soak pits. Farmers are trained on grey water management and 

implementation by digging and making use of soak pits.

Greywater is not properly disposed of at the workers' kitchen area. No drainage system 

was observed. Greywater from the sprayer's bathroom facility was not disposed of. No 

soak pit was observed from the bathroom area.

The  group IPM plan focusses on cultural, biological, physical and chemical pest control 

methods such as; sanitation, use of good agricultural practices- mulching, hand weeding, 

maintaining a good canopy cover , use of selective pesticides, planting tolerant varieties 

like Batian and Ruiru 11. Trainings on IPM Training was conducted on 27/02/2019 for 73 

farmers at Thimu wet mill on safe use of agrochemicals.

The group administrator has documented an IPM plan from 2019 however the IPM plan 

does not comply with requirements for a PLAN according to the binding terms and 

definitions of sustainable agriculture standard 2017. The missing requirements include: 

quantitative targets, time bound management actions and resources.

Waste storage, treatment and disposal practices do not pose health or  safety risks 

within sampled wet mills. At Gacami wet mill, waste is disposed off in well marked areas 

that does not pose health and safety risk to workers and other individuals within the wet 

mill. At Karumande wetmill, polyethene waste paper was scattered at the wet mill drying 

table area. 

46 farmers were trained on waste management on 6/3/2019 in Githiukuri north, 17 

farmers were trained in Bureini on 29/9/2019. 
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3.38 COMPLIES
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

4.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.8 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.9 COMPLIES COMPLIES

The waste management plan  includes documented information on type of waste- pulp, 

wastewater, chemical containers, empty fertilizer bags and scrap metal, origin and 

means of disposal and segregation Information on approimate volume of waste is 

missing.  Waste is segregated into different piles of polyethene, wood, scrap metal and a 

pit has been dug for composting of coffee pulp at various wetmills including Gacami wet 

mill.At Karumande wet mill, waste was not segregated at the compost pit area. Organic 

waste was mixed with non- organic waste( plastic papers).

The group administrator has documented a policy on labor management conditions. 

Clause 2.2.2 prohibits the use of Forced labor or its practices within the group 

administrator facilities. It prohibits the demand from its personnel to leave deposits or ID 

cards behind, prior to beginning of employment at Baragwi Farmers Cooperative Society. 

Workers interviews confirmed that workers are not subjected to any forced labor or its 

practices at the Baragwi owned factories and offices.

The group administrator prohibts any form of behavior or language that is of a sexually 

abusive, coercive and threatening nature. The group administrator has documented a 

policy on labor management conditions, Clause 2.2.5. Workers attested to being treated 

well by their immediate supervisors and managers. No form of intimidation, threats or 

harassment either verbal, physical or psychological mistreatment has been evidenced by 

workers.  Workers' are treated with respect  

The group administrator has documented a policy on labor management conditions. 

Clause 2.2.3 prohibits any form of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, nationality, 

religion, disability, gender, sexual orientation, workers organisation or political affiliation 

with regards to contracts, compensation, training, promotion, dismissal or retirement of 

its personnel.

Workers  confirmed that they are not subjected to any from of discrimination at the 

Baragwi owned factories and offices. 

 The IMS recognizes workers rights to join workers organisations of their own free choice 

without influence from management. 

Baragwi Farmers cooperative Society limited has entered into a collective bargaining 

agreement with Banking Insurance and Finance union (Kenya ) ( BIFU) effective date 1st 

January 2015 to 31st December 2017 signed 15th November 2018. 98 workers are 

members of the union. In addition, these workers are members of COTU. Current CBA 

for the period 2018-2020 is yet to be registered in the Labor relations court. However, the 

FCS management has effected the back pay of the 5 % wage increment to employees 

present on record from1st January 2018.   

Least paid worker- General labor permanent workers receive 8,040 ksh. Casual l 

laborers- dayworkers- 282.90 ksh. Casual laborers- night workers- 329.40 ksh. The legal 

minimum wage is 282.9 ksh per day or 6736.30 ksh per month. All wages are paid in 

cash. No in-kind payments are done. All trainings are done during normal working days 

and is fully compensated at the workers'  agreed wages rate. From payment records and 

interviews, workers are not deducted to cover the cost of tools or PPE issued to carry out 

their tasks. 

The group administrator has developed and implemented a policy prohibiting the use of 

child labor within the Farmers' cooperative society. This is captured in Objective 2 of the 

policy on hiring and renumeration of workers. The youngest  employee is 31 years old. 

Coffee processing at Baragwi FCS is a seasonal activity, with casual laborers hired 

during peak cherry processing months of November to January per year. During the rest 

of the years, the permanent workers carry out the activities at the wet mills e.g. Security, 

cleaning, issuing stock goods to farmers.  No evidence of casualization was seen as the 

coffee processing is a seasonal activity: Workers required throughout the year are given 

permanent contracts

Satutory benefits paid for the casual laborers include NSSF and NHIF statutory 

deductions.

The group administrator has documented a complaints procedure . Workers' complaints 

within Baragwi FCS are handled mainly through the shop stewards/ union 

representatives ( clause 2.2.6 of the labor management policy). The workers can also 

raise their complaints directly to the administration staff: secretary manager, wet mill 

managers, location manager or field clerk and supervisors.

Clause 6.8 of the documented Complaints procedure recognizes and informs workers of 

their rights to access external complaints and grievance mechanism such as RA CB's, 

standard owners and local authoritues such as Elders and chiefs. Workers interviewed 

attested to knowing of their rights to access these internal and external grievance 

channels and do not face any retaliation from rasining complaints to the management.
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4.10 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

4.11 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.12 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

4.14 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

Finding during the audit.The group administrator has documented and implemented a 

working hours guideline captured in the labor management conditions policy section 2.2- 

Working hours captures daily working hours as 8 hours per day for 6 days per week. 1 

day of rest on Sunday is given to workers at the group administrator wet mills and 

offices. The group administrator has not implemented the working hours policy as laid 

out in labor management conditions policy section 2.2-daily working hours as 8 hours per 

day for 6 days per week with 1  day of rest on Sunday.  During the peak coffee 

harvesting months of December 2019, 6 watchmen at Karumandi factory ( 2 permanent 

workers and 4 casual workers),  worked for 2 full consecutive months ( December 2019 

and January 2020) with no day of rest. This is against the RA working hours policy 

clause 2. Corrective action.The group has documented a commitment to compliance with 

the RA working hours and rest days policy.In addition attendance records for workers at 

Karumandi for the month of February 2020 has been presented as evidence hence non 

conformity has been addressed.

All overtime is voluntary and is fully paid  at 1.5 times the regular hourly  wage rate for 

normal working days- 53.04375 ksh per normal OT hour and 2 times the regulat hourly 

wage rate for OT hour worked on Sunday and public holidays ( 70.72 kshs) 

Finding during audit.Water tests have been carried out for the 12  coffee processing 

factories.

For Mucagara Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.8, Turbidity- 4.4 NTU, Nitrates-0 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0mg/l, E.Coli- 150 

Micro-organisms/100 mls

For Kagongo Coffee factory the following water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.5, Turbidity- 2.43 NTU, Nitrates-0.4 mg/l, Sulphates of 52 Mg/l, Sodium- 2mg/l, E.Coli- 

7 micro organisms/100mls

For Rwambiti Coffee factory the following water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.8, Turbidity- 4.2 NTU, Nitrates-0 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0mg/l, E.Coli- 64 

micro organisms/100mls

For Karumande Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows 

PH-6.9, Turbidity- 3.72 NTU, Nitrates-0.8 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0.2mg/l, 

E.Coli- 20 micro organisms/100mls

For Nyanja Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.8, Turbidity- 4.59 NTU, Nitrates-0.1 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0 mg/l, E.Coli- 

39 micro organisms/100mls

For Guama Coffee factory the following water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.9, Turbidity- 3.72 NTU, Nitrates-0.8 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0.2 mg/l, E.Coli- 

20  micro organisms/100mls

For Gacami Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.8, Turbidity- 4.59 NTU, Nitrates-0.1 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0 mg/l, E.Coli- 

39  micro organisms/100mls

For Kianjiru Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.7, Turbidity- 2.38 NTU, Nitrates-0 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0.8 mg/l, E.Coli- 0  

micro organisms/100mls

For Kariru Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-6.8 

Turbidity- 4.4 NTU, Nitrates-0 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0 mg/l, E.Coli- 150  

micro organisms/100mls

For Githiururi Coffee factory the following  water analysis results 13.08.2018  shows PH-

6.8 Turbidity- 4.2 NTU, Nitrates-0 mg/l, Sulphates of 0 Mg/l, Sodium- 0 mg/l, E.Coli- 64  

micro organisms/100mls

Finding during the audit. A risk assessment has been carried out by pillars of Grace 

Specialist in Occupational health as Safety carried out on 2nd August 2018. he OHS 

plan developed has identified the mitigation activity and personnel responsible and 

timeframes. Risks identified  have been categorized on the type- biological, physical and 

chemical; risk level rating- high. Risks identified at the mill level include slippage, 

protruding wires, wastewater lagoons, chemical handling at the chemical stores. 

Mitigation measures include trainings, first aid box and training, fire emergency 

procedures and PPE equipment.The factory managers are the designated qualified OHS 

officers for implementing the OHS plan.

The following deficiency was identified for the OHS plan developed for the group:

The OHS plan has not captured objectives, quantitative targets and parameters and 

resources required for the implementation of the plan.corrective action.The group has 

reviewed  the OSH plan on 10/03/2020 to acpture all the gaps hence non conformity has 

been addressed.
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4.15 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY
COMPLIES

4.16 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.17 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.18 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.19 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.38 
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

DOES NOT 

COMPLY

Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 NA

1.5 NA

1.6 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

3.1 NA

3.2 

Number of farms

Description

3.2. Recurring non-conformities in audited sample of member farms

Recurrent Non-Conformities in specific criteria mean that from the total audited sample of farm members, more than 20% of the 

sample did not comply with the criterion. For more information and details about criteria evaluated to each farm member, please 

request the respective information to the Certification Body. 

There are inspection records manataineb by the group that have individual farm maps with details on land uses at farms

Farmer maintain production data receipts and statements are are able to explain and know how much coffee they have produced in the past seasons and number of trees they have.no evidence that coffee sold exceeds production volumes

All coffee sold to the group is sourced from individual member farms that are in the rainforest alliance program .No ousourcing of the product done by farmers hence intergrity of the product is preserved.

No land conversion or expansion of farm infrastructure in the farms hence no ESIA required

Service providers are not engaged at farm level hence no monitoring or evaluation of the same is required

Farmers have accepted training and inspections on Rainforest Alliance requirements.farmer accepted to be audited during the external audit.

farmers within the catchment border Mt. Kenya forest.There is no evidence of destruction noted during the audit. 

There rivers that run across farms owned by member farmers and there is no destruction observed during te audit

Production activivties do not interfere with protected areas at Mt. Kenya Forest

Hunting of wild life is strictly prohibited and no farmer hunts wildlife.No  non engangered species used  for non commercial use.

There are no processing operations at member farms 

Untreated sewage is contained in pit latrines or septic tanks and is never discharged into acquatic ecosystems.

At karumandi factory, 12 central sprayers have been identified  for use by group 

members in spraying activities. PPE is provided to the chemical sprayers including 

impermeable clothing, respirator with filter, googles, gloves and gumboots.

PPE is provided free of charge by the factory management. The chemical store 

attendant has been provided with gloves, apron, mask with respirator and gumboots for 

use in handling chemicals.

The group administrators have trained 32 workers that carry out chemical applications in 

the group member farms. Training was carried out by Bio-Medica lad LTD. Training 

topics include:

Safe handling and usage of pesticides.

Correct techniques of handling pesticides and classification of chemicals.

Chemical formulations and types, health risks, 

Emergency procedures, first aid and medical attention for cases involving poisoning 

Correct PPE and usage and other preventative measures for reducing possible damage 

to the environment.

Training attendances for 32 sprayers dated 14th September 2019 for training done at 

Kianyaga factory was checked.

Bathing facilities have been provided to workers at the Karumandi, Mucagara, Thimu and 

Nyanja factory. The sprayers bath and change their clothes before and after spraying.  

From interviews of sprayers' PPE is washed and does not enter the sprayers' housing.

From interviews, due to the nature of work at the factories, women are not assigned risky 

jobs such as carrying heavy loads. Only light tasks are assigned- sorting and drying of 

coffee on the beds. Workers' wages are not reduced if assigned light duties.

The Group administrator demonstrated legitmate rights to use the land through  land 

ownership documents for all the 12 processing units and office premises. Right to use 

the  land is not under legal dispute

Parchment store at Karumandi wet mill was disorganized with empty sacks and 

polythene paper. At the chemical store, no means to remediate against accidental 

spillage was observed.
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3.3 NA

3.4 

3.5 NA

3.6 NA

3.7 

3.20 (43 41

3.24 45

3.37 (46 46

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 NA

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 NA

4.8 NA

4.9 NA

4.10 

4.11 NA

4.12 

4.13 NA

4.14 NA

4.15 3

4.16 NA

4.17 

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 NA

Other Audit Details

Legal Name Baragwi farmer's cooperative society

Group Name Baragwi farmer's cooperative society

City Kianyaga State Kianyaga

Country Kenya

Farmers implement the IPM plan developed by the group administrator. Farmers practices good agriculcultal practices to prevent pests occurrence and incase there are pests, they are controlled with cultural, biological methods and use of chemicals as a last result.

The group administrator has identified a list of commonly used pesticides including Clamp down ( active ingredient- glyphosate acid 360g/l- risk to wild life), Knock bectin ( active ingredient- Abamectin+ acetamiprid- risk to aquatic), Solubor ( active ingredient- boron), Presento ( active ingredient- acetamiprid- risk to aquatic), Vitra( acive ingredient- copper hydroxide -risk to wild life), Quadris ( active ingredient- Azoxystrobin- risk to aquatic life), Katerina ( active ingredient- Chlorothalonil - risk to aquatic and wild life), Alster extrim ( active ingredient- Acetamiprid- risk to aquatic+ Cypermethrin- risk to aquatic and pollinators) and Tebicon ( active ingredient- Tebucanazole). These pesticides applied on coffee are not prohibited.

 No   usage of aircraft for pesticide application

Coffee is not geneticaly modified

All human sewage is contained in septic tanks or in pit latrines and there is no use of such waste in production activities.

Some Farmers have dug soak pits for grey water,however 41 out of the 135 members did not have proper disposal of the waste water.

There are no pests infestation records at any of the  45 sampled farms

farmers store waste in sacks which is then collected by the local authority for disposal.  Biodegradable waste  is put in a pit inorder to decompose and be used in the farms. 46 of the sampled farms  do not manage waste water appropriately.

All the labour engaged at the farms is based on mutual agreement between the farmer and the worker.

Working environment is fair to all the workers.There are no cases of harassment or mistreatment

All the workers have equal chances of being engaged whenever labour is required

The workers do not employ permanent workers thus union is not necessary .Labour is engaged on daily basis whenever there is tea harvesting.

Payment is done daily  at ksh.300 which is above kenyan minimum daily wage.

All the people who get employment are above 18years of age and are required to have a national Ientification card

All workers are above 18 years

Workers engaged on casual basis only when coffee harvesting is due

The workers do not employ permanent workers thus union is not necessary .Labour is engaged on daily basis whenever there is tea harvesting.

Workers are engaged only during coffee harvesting.This harvesting takes an average of 4hours on an harvesting day

There are no cases of overtime work at the farms

Water is distributed in taps by the government of kenya within the catchment.The water is treated and safe for drinking.

There are no workers housed by the farmers

Evaluation done at the GA level

farmers use protection durig application of fertilizers and for those using pesticides

Evaluation done at the GA level

There are bathing facilities at sprayers homesteads.

spraying is done by trained male sprayers.pregnant women,nursing or those who have recently given birth are not involved inn pesticide application

There are title deeds for the farmers

There are no such activities within the catchment
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Audit Physical Address Baragwi farmers' cooperative society administrative office at kianyaga

Contact Name Cyrus Chomba

Legal Contact Name Cyrus Chomba

Role secretary manager Phone 723250434
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